
Clasical Fencing Training
In the development fencing skill, it is important to 
train progressively while never undermining the 
simpler, foundational elements. Many athletes and 
martial artists take this for granted. 

Some elements are a formality and we take some 
from tradition, like our standing in First Position, the
Salute and the shaking of hands (sometimes before a
bout, but always after).  In terms of technical skill 
(footwork and bladework) it is important, as 
rudimentary as one may fnd it, to spend a portion 
of your training time on the drills below.  We can 
win a bout or lose a bout solely on ineffective 
footwork.  If our footwork becomes second nature, Maître Cordelois* in classic en garde position. 1862

we have the opportunity to notice more in our opponent. Our ability to move reinforces our ability to 
apply a tactical approach.  But remember, our act of advancing or retreating must serve a purpose.  
Waste no movement. There are countless exercises you can train - the most important are these;

ONE: 
MOVEMENT DRILL
1A – The Half-Advance or Full Advance. With correct body alignment and point control, allow your body to step 
forward into a centered, en garde position.  Remember to settle your weight to your feet at the end of each step.
2A – The Half-Retreat or Full Retreat. Reach back with your back leg, resisting the urge to bring your chest forward. 
As the weight falls to your back foot, push off your lead foot (preferably the heel) to bring your foot position back to 
en garde.
ADDITION: You can double-up on your movements to enhance your attack or give more measure to your defense. 
However, make sure that you break time on your second step to startle or stife your opponent's defense.

TWO:
OPPOSITION DRILL
1A: On hearing “Allez” from our director, we have but one directive, “control.”  The most conservative, yet 
effective control (in my opinion) is known as the engagement of opposition.  Step into measure, provide opposition 
(as you would in a real bout), extend to gain priority and attack.  This drill is most applicable to an opponent that 
stands his/her ground.
ADDITION: When you oppose an opponent's blade, he/she will commonly disengage. In this drill, a good variation
to practice would be to combine an inside opposition, followed by an outside opposition-to-attack (or outside 
opposition to inside opposition-to-attack)

THREE:
ATTACK COMBINATIONS
If your opponent continues to retreat, you have no other option but to casually-to-aggressively attacking.  However,
think of the following steps as 1) Cautionary 2) Confrmation 3) Transition 4) Attack.  The transition steps are:
1) Half step 2) Full step 3) Ballestra 4) Flick-step or Double Advance

* Maîre Cordelois (pronounced “Kor-du-lua”) was a French master who taught in Bordeaux from 1817-1848 before moving to Paris. For nearly
  nearly 3 decades he competed against the strongest fencers of his time and in 1862, published Leçon d'armes, a book whereby he describes in 
  simple terms the various offensive and defensive elements of fencing. 
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